Use ‘RefGrab-IT’ to export multiple references from Google Scholar

[See also the image on the next page]

RefGrab-It enables you to export a whole page of references or a selection of references from Google Scholar to RefWorks.

1. Search for References in Google Scholar and then click the RefGrab-It bookmarklet in your Favourites or Bookmarks tool bar.
2. In the RefGrab-It box, select the references that you wish to export.
3. Make sure that the ‘timer’ in the RefGrab-It box has stopped and is no longer visible in the RefGrab-It box (see image on next page).
4. Click ‘Import to RefWorks’

Cautionary Notes

- If RefGrab-It does not work well in Internet Explorer (e.g. if the ‘timer’ keeps working and the page will not load), try using Firefox
- Be patient and wait until the ‘timer’ has stopped and the page has fully loaded before clicking ‘Import to RefWorks’ or you may find that not all your references appear in RefWorks
- RefGrab-It can only export some or all references from a single page in Google Scholar. You have to repeat the process described above for each page of references.
1. Import to RefWorks

2. Wait until the list has fully loaded and the timer is no longer visible.

3. Select the references you wish to export to RefWorks

4. Click the RefGrab It bookmarklet